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ABOUT ELIJA FARM
ELIJA Farm is a sustainable, non-profit farm in South Huntington, NY
committed to using environmentally responsible practices to raise high
quality, organically grown produce. The ELIJA Farm CSA is dedicated to
enriching the health and wellness of our community through dynamic
learning opportunities to its diverse membership. ELIJA Farm subscribes
to the Farmer’s Pledge, a voluntary program created by the Northeast
Organic Farming Association of New York.
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Week of July 25, 2020

43 Foxhurst Road
South Huntington, NY 11746
516.216.5270
info@ELIJA.org
www.ELIJAFarm.org
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Founder & Executive Director
Damon Green
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Joy Dinkelman
CSA Director
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Director of Baking &
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Jason Harris
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Delivery Driver
Valerie Maben
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Mike Howell
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SEED STORIES

HAKUERI TURNIPS

When you hear “turnip”, Hakurei turnips are
probably not what comes to mind! Hakurei
turnips are harvested when they are young,
which means that they are nice, tender,
sweet and small; plus they don’t even need
to be cooked.
They are also referred to as salad turnips
because you can cut them up in salads,
much like a radish- but without the same
bite. Hakurei turnips are a variety that was
developed in Japan in the 1950’s in the wake
of food shortages caused by World War II.
These turnips easily gained popularity and
have been continued to be grown due to
their mild flavor even when raw.
Hakurei turnips can be shaven, sliced
or grated into salads to maintain their
crunchiness or roasted for a delicious buttery
flavor. This variety was developed in a time
of food insecurity and need, but its flavor is

delicate and sweet. Hakurei turnips can
be used to create slaws, stir-fries, roasted
roots, and sautéed along with their greens.
In Japanese, hakurei means “esteemed
companion”; how will you added this highly
regarded new friend to your next meal?
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EATING SEASONALLY BY JOY DINKELMAN

Eating seasonally can seems like a big challenge but, being part of
the CSA can actually make it more of a reality this summer. “Eating
seasonally” used to not even be a phrase because there weren’t
any other options- you ate what was locally available and what
was stored from the previous seasons. Eating seasonally was part
of human history for over 200,000 years. Only starting around the
1900’s, was it even conceivable to have tropical, summer fruits and
vegetables in the winter. We’re so used to eating “unseasonally”
and “globally” that in the winter it’s almost unthinkable to not
have tomatoes, peppers or cucumbers. An easy way our farmers
try to be more conscious about their food choices is picking the
more seasonal and local food options: think U.S. oranges in the
winter instead of peaches or plums from Chile. Quickly glance at
the sticker on your apples and pick the ones from New York. It’s
a little added effort, but it will help you buy the fresher and more
nutritional foods.
In the summer, it’s a lot easier and more feasible to eat seasonal
because it’s most of the food we love to eat yearlong. Each week,
the CSA shares are 100% local ELIJA produce and the perfect
indication of what’s actually in season and appropriate for our
local climate. You can find eggplants in the store throughout the
year, but that doesn’t mean it’s locally in season or of great quality.
You’ve probably noticed come Springtime that the eggplant
start look a little “fresher” in the stores, but they’re still traveling
thousands of miles from Mexico. In fact, our local eggplant won’t
be ready until around the beginning of August. Preparing and
eating the produce you get from the CSA might feel “out of sync”
with your normal diet because most of us didn’t grow up relying
strictly on seasonal foods.
Eating seasonally has oddly become a luxury in a lot of way.
SIGHTS AND SCENES FROM THE FARM
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MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SHARE

INGREDIENTS
• 1 pound (455g) cucumbers, sliced thin
• 1 large carrot , julienned
• 1 tablespoon grape seed oil
• 2 tablespoons rice vinegar (use distilled
white vinegar for gluten free)

Eating what’s local and seasonal has to some degree become
more expensive than buying the unseasonal, cheap produce
shipped in from around the world. Eating completely local and
seasonal, unfortunately, isn’t feasible for most people. CSA’s
and farmer’s market help to bridge the gap in the Summer
months and make diets both more seasonal and local though.
As CSA members you get to eat the absolute most fresh, local
and seasonal produce and therefore most nutritious, while also
supporting your local farm. Eating more seasonally requires some
rethinking of how and what we cook and we’re here to encourage
you with recipes and support. Your CSA membership is a concrete
step towards summer seasonal and local eating. By freezing
surplus veggies like string beans, tomatoes, peppers and garlic
scapes, you can also eat the best of the best throughout the year.
Thank you for choosing ELIJA Farm as your local and seasonal
veggie growers this summer!
CSA ANNOUNCEMENT

Unfortunately, CSA pick-up days are set for the
season and we are unable to switch them on a
week to week basis.
If you are away or otherwise unable to pickup your share you can send someone on your
behalf. Simply email joy@elija.org with their
information. Otherwise, rest assured that all
leftover shares will be donated.

•
•
•
•

ASIAN CUCUMBER AND CARROT SALAD
1 teaspoon sesame seed oil
2 teaspoons sugar or honey
2 teaspoons soy sauce (use Tamari
soy sauce for gluten free)
1 tablespoon toasted sesame seeds

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
2. Arrange the sesame seeds in a single layer on a baking sheet
or oven proof skillet.
3. Bake until golden brown and fragrant.
4. Combine the cucumbers and carrots in a bowl.
5. Set aside.
FROM OUR HOUSE TO YOURS

6. In another bowl, whisk together the grape seed oil, rice
vinegar, sesame seed oil, sugar, and soy sauce.
7. Taste for seasoning and adjust to individual preference.
8. Toss the cucumbers and carrots with the dressing.
9. Fold in the sesame seeds.
10. Chill for 20 minutes or up to overnight and then serve.
11. Enjoy!

WARM GOAT CHEESE BEET SALAD

Thank you to Jennifer Kurtzman for sharing another recipe with us - Warm Goat Cheese Beet Salad!
INGREDIENTS
• Peeled and sliced beets
• Mixed salad greens
• Chopped radicchio
• Goat cheese
• Fresh oregano
• 1/2 teaspoon Dijon mustard

•
•
•
•
•

1/4 cup white wine vinegar
1/3 cup olive oil
Fresh thyme
Salt to taste
Pepper to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 400 degrees.
2. Spread beets on a baking dish and lightly brush with olive
oil.
3. Bake for 45 minutes.
4. Thoroughly wash all other produce and place in bowl.

5. Add desired amount of goat cheese to top of greens.
6. Make dijon dressing by mixing together dijon mustard,
oregano, white wine vinegar, olive oil, thyme, salt and
pepper.
7. Add roasted beets to bowl, and drizzle with dressing.
8. Enjoy!

If you'd like to share your recipe with other CSA members simply email your foodie photo and recipe to joy@elija.org.
VEGGIE PROFILE

Peppers are a vegetable that
has more variety than you'd
think. With only 27 calories
per serving, and a significant
amount of Vitamin C, you
can't go wrong with any type
of pepper you choose.

PEPPERS

TIP OF THE WEEK

Making the Most of Your Lemon Balm
1. Create your own herbal tea by cutting a few stems
of lemon balm (plus any other appealing herbs).
2. Put them in a pitcher, pour boiling water over them,
and allow them to steep for about 15 minutes.
3. Enjoy your tea hot or over ice.

